companies act 2013 is the culmination of several years of effort to enact a new legislation governing companies to replace the companies act 1956 it marks a major step forward and appreciates the current economic environment in which companies operate corporate laws is based on the companies act 2013 students of other indian universities will also benefit from this book key features a comparison of the provisions of the new and old laws has been given in every chapter all recent amendments and rules relating to corporate laws have been incorporated interesting examples case studies derived from landmark rulings have been given questions from recent examinations effective communication is the key to success in life we live in an era where words and gestures play an important role in effective communication businesses operate in various circumstances and it is paramount that the communication between different parties concerned is clear and effective and also takes into account the cultural sensitivities this is where the concept of business communication comes to play this book written in accordance with the syllabus of the university of delhi is an attempt to equip the readers with skills required to communicate effectively in a business situation it would also be useful for the students of bcom bba and mba of other universities and for anyone looking to learn the nitty gritty of business communication key features analysis of vital components of business communication informative use of illustrations examples diagrams and pictures inclusion of review questions and university examination questions new tools for business communication like emails teleconferencing video conferencing telex fax discussed in detail the book has been written for business laws paper of the b com hons semester i examination of the university of delhi in accordance with its semester based syllabus its contents have been largely extracted from the author's reputed title business law which has gained tremendous readership over the years this book presents the subject matter tailor made as per the revised course structure of the paper to enable the students to possess a textbook that caters to their needs in full the book has been organized into four parts namely law of contract law of sale of goods law of limited liability partnership and law of information technology key features quotes indian and english cases at appropriate places with a view to ensure necessary authenticity and clarity on the subject includes text questions and practical problems with hints and solutions in each chapter to enable students to evaluate their understanding of the subject explains complicated provisions in easily comprehensible language with the help of illustrative examples and analogies management process and organisational behaviour written in a student friendly style the book comprehensively covers the new syllabus of management accounting taught in bcom hons course of the university of delhi following an examination oriented approach the book can also be used by students pursuing professional courses such as bba mba pgdbm cfa mfc ca icwa and cs key features important tools such as summary key terms theoretical questions objective type questions like true false statements multiple choice questions and fill in the blanks and practical problems to facilitate a quick revision of the chapter the book has 125 illustrations 100 solved problems and 150 unsolved exercises with answers and hints problems from examination papers of last 10 years included recent examination question papers of the university of delhi included in an appendix this book has been written specifically for the students of bcom hons of the university of delhi in accordance with its prescribed syllabus and that of school of open learning its basic features are the same as the mother book cost accounting principles and practice which is a ugc recommended text for the last many years thus it gives a thorough grounding in cost concepts cost behaviour and costing methods the subject matter has been organized on first things first basis to sustain the interest of the students every discussion involving conceptual difficulties is immediately followed by a numerical example banaras hindu university bhu is considered one of the prestigious universities in the world this university provides a healthy environment great infrastructure and faculties student not only from india but also across world prepare for its entrance exam in order to get admission into this university the book of bhu bachelor of commerce b com has been revised for the students who will be appearing for this exam in 2020 it is divided into 4 majors parts general english numerical ability computer knowledge and commerce that covers the entire syllabus and lastly an overview has been given on computer subject it also provides the solved papers from 2019 2017 right in the beginning of the book that helps candidates to get acquaintance with latest exam pattern and also provides the ideas for the solutions of the various tricky questions that come in the exams packed with relevant study material to perform well in the upcoming entrance examination for admission to bhu b com bachelor of commerce it is a must have book to get assured of success table of content
solved paper 2019 17 part 1 general english part 2 numerical ability part 3 computer knowledge part 4 commerce year after year this book has immensely helped students in their comprehension of the subject and scoring good marks in examination it s has been written specifically for the prescribed syllabus of cost accounting paper of b com hons semester iv of university of delhi school of open learning and other central universities its basic features are the same as the mother book cost accountinh principle and practice which is a ugc recommended text for the many years this book is bundled with all the teaching tools like learning objectives summary of the chapter key terms and a a larhge number of questions for practice the fifth edition is the updated version of the fourth edition and as per latest cbcs syllabus the most authentic source of information on higher education in india the handbook of universities deemed universities colleges private universities and prominent educational research institutions provides much needed information on degree and diploma awarding universities and institutions of national importance that impart general technical and professional education in india although another directory of similar nature is available in the market the distinct feature of the present handbook that makes it one of its kind is that it also includes entries and details of the private universities functioning across the country in this handbook the universities have been listed in an alphabetical order this facilitates easy location of their names in addition to the brief history of these universities the present handbook provides the names of their vice chancellor professors and readers as well as their faculties and departments it also acquaints the readers with the various courses of studies offered by each university it is hoped that the handbook in its present form will prove immensely helpful to the aspiring students in choosing the best educational institution for their career enhancement in addition it will also prove very useful for the publishers in mailing their publicity materials even the suppliers of equipment and services required by these educational institutions will find it highly valuable 1 complete resource book for amu b com entrance exam provides step by step preparation 2 the entire syllabus of the is divided into 4 key sections 3 every chapter of each section is provided with well explained theories 4 good number of mcqs are given for the quick revision 5 model solved papers 2020 17 to make acquaintance with latest trends and pattern aligarh muslim university or amu will be releasing the application forms for the entrance exam in the ug and pg courses prepare for the entrance with the revised edition of complete resource book for amu b com entrance examination which is carefully designed as per prescribed syllabus by the board the study guide has been divided into 4 majors giving the complete coverage to the syllabus every chapter of each section is provided with well explained theories in order to test the knowledge and self examine the concepts of the chapters this book is provided with model solved papers 2020 2017 that not just gives the insights of the paper pattern but also helps in thorough revision serving as a complete study resource for amu b a entrance examination this book helps to take candidates a step towards their goals toc model solved papers 2020 2017 commerce mathematics general english general intelligence and reasoning as per ip university syllabus for bba and b com hons the book presents an exhaustive exposition of the various principles involved in management accounting the basic concepts have been explained in considerable detail and illustrated through numerous solved examples various techniques of accounting have been suitably discussed and their application is highlighted the linkages between different concepts are appropriately emphasised a large number of worked out examples and practice problems have been included throughout the book the book is designed as a basic text for students pursuing degrees in both commerce and management streams the book is exclusively meant for bcom hons students of paper ch 1 2 semester 1 university of delhi the book exhaustively covers the entire syllabus of the course written in an easy to understand language the book would be highly useful for students who wish to master the concepts of accounting key features the book is designed on the diya do it yourself approach a workbook added at the end as an annexure containing numerical questions with their answers complements the book to help students self evaluate themselves there are additional review questions illustrations true false questions and numerical problems with solutions in the main book accounting treatment in the book is in conformity with various laws and accounting standards issued by the institute of chartered accountants of india and prescribed by the central government in consultation with the national advisory committee on accounting standards this book has been written for business and industrial laws paper of the bcom semester ii examination of university of delhi the contents of the book have been designed strictly in accordance with the semester based syllabus effective from the academic year 2011 12 the book attempts to present the complicated subject of business and industrial laws in an easily comprehensible manner the intricate points of law have been explained in as lucid systematic and logical way as possible in a compact form the entire text has been organized in four parts namely law of contract law of sale of goods law of limited liability partnership and industrial laws this book thiruvalluvar university b com model question paper
presents the subject matter tailor made as per the revised course structure of the paper to enable the students to possess a text book which caters to their needs in full entrepreneurs play a key role in an economy especially in a developing countries like india an entrepreneur is a risk taking individual who while riding high on his innovativeness passion and ability to coordinate means of production comes out with novel products and services the objective of achieving sustained industrial development regional growth and employment generation have always depended on entrepreneurial development and small scale industry economic reform and the process of liberalization since 1991 creating tremendous opportunities have created new challenges relating to competitive strengths technology upgradation quality improvement and productivity the book entrepreneurship is for students teachers management consultants budding entrepreneurs and other readers who are interested in today s world of small business development and management focus this book is mainly written for the students of b com and b com hons and teachers of delhi university guru gobind singh indraprastha university madras university and bengaluru university the idea is that improvements can best come from creative thinking by the entrepreneur about his own enterprise which motivate the entrepreneur to take action to improve his business this book will also be useful for trainers who support entrepreneurship development during seminars and workshops features student centric class room simulation written in a simple lucid language industry institute interface enriched by my own industrial experience the concepts are linked to real life situations bringing gradation between industry and institute coverage a thorough coverage of conceptual framework on entrepreneurship development and business enterprises self learning exercises many exercises at the end of every chapter for self assessment and development this book is a comprehensive authentic book on the following business laws indian contract act 1872 sale of goods act 1930 limited liability partnership act 2008 this book aims to impart the basic working knowledge of important business laws relevant to general business activities in physical virtual spaces along with relevant case laws this book aims to fulfil the requirement of students of undergraduate courses in commerce and management particularly the following b com hons core paper bch dsc 1 2 based on undergraduate curriculum framework ugcf for delhi university b com prog core paper bc dsc 1 2 based on undergraduate curriculum framework ugcf for delhi university non collegiate women s education board school of open learning of the university of delhi various central universities throughout india bba mba ca intermediate ipc company secretaries courses the present publication is the 11th edition authored by sushma arora with the following noteworthy features simple systematic presentation the subject matter is presented in a systematic straightforward method along with a comprehensive explanation examples case studies from landmark ruling this book offers comprehensive coverage of business laws with interesting examples case studies derived from landmark rulings it also covers case laws recommended by the department of commerce delhi university test questions practical problems true false statements with hints are given at the end of each chapter to provide students with thorough practice in solving examination question previous exam question papers for the last few years are covered at the end of the book this will help the students to have a clear idea of the questions usually asked the following question papers are covered o b com hons part i sem i 2012 o b com hons part i sem i 2013 o b com hons part i sem i 2014 o b com hons part i sem i 2015 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2016 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2016 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2017 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2017 o b com hons cbcs sem ii 2018 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2018 o b com hons cbcs sem ii 2019 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2019 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2020 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2021 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2022 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2022 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2023 o b com prog cbcs sem i 2023 student oriented book this book has been developed keeping in mind the following factors o interaction of the author teacher with their students in the classroom o shaped by the author teachers experience of teaching the subject matter at different levels o reactions and responses of students have also been incorporated at different places in the book amended updated the following amendments have been included in this book o limited liability partnership act 2008 llp act the ministry of corporate affairs mca has issued the limited liability partnership amendment rules 2023 through notification no g s r 411 e dated june 2 2023 these rules amend the existing limited liability partnership rules 2009 the amended rules regarding revised llp form no 3 have been added in chapter 20 contents of this book are as follows indian contract act 1872 nature meaning essentials and kinds of contract o ica 1872 offer acceptance o ica 1872 consideration o ica 1872 competency of the parties to contract o ica 1872 free consent o ica 1872 legality of object consideration o ica 1872 void agreements contingent contracts o ica 1872 quasi contracts discharge of contract and remedies for breach of contact o ica 1872 discharge of contract o ica 1872 remedies for breach of contract introduction to special contracts o ica 1872 indemnity guarantee o ica 1872 contract of bailment pledge o ica 1872 contract of
agency sale of goods act 1930 o sale of goods act 1930 nature formation of contract of sale o sale of goods act 1930 condition warranties o sale of goods act 1930 transfer of property o sale of goods act 1930 performance of contract of sale o sale of goods act 1930 unpaid seller his rights limited liability partnership act 2008 o introduction of llp nature scope o formation incorporation of llp o partners their relations in llp o conversion to llp practical exercises the present book aims to meet in full measure the requirement of students preparing for various commerce and management courses opting cost accounting and management accounting in indian universities and professional courses the latest syllabus of various professional courses like ca cma cs bba mba etc is covered in the book syllabus of b com and m com of various indian universities under new national education policy nep and under cbcs have been taken into consideration the objective of the present textbook is basic treatment of main principles of cost and management accounting the standard set for the book is complete clarity for beginners and such simplicity of exposition to make the text practically the best the book covers almost all topics of cost and management accounting it runs in 18 chapters spreading over 1 250 pages and stands as a unique and most comprehensive treatise of various aspects of cost and management accounting it is with this purpose the maximum ranges of illustrations and examples more than 700 form the part of the textbook there are two appendices latest trends in cost accounting and cost accounting standards issued by indian institute of cost and management accounting cima features tear out review cards for students and instructors and a consistent online offering with enhanced coursemate that includes an ebook in addition to a set of interactive digital tools this title offers expanded coverage on technology and social media online grammar tools real world examples and quizzes and games to make reviewing fun buy e book of digital marketing english edition book for b com 4th semester of u p state universities advanced corporate accounting has been especially written to meet the requirements of b com students as per the choice based credit system cbcs curriculum of bangalore university it comprehensively presents the fundamental concepts of corporate accounting in an informative and systematic manner e book for b com 5th semester for all up state universities common minimum syllabus as per nep creativity and innovation as hallmarks of entrepreneurship have been recognized as the modern day mantra for success in business and industry it is with this realization the government of india by announcing a number of policies and schemes has been giving ever increasing emphasis on developing creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship in the country so much so an increasing number of educational institutions in the country have started offering the paper on creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship in their course curricula because creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship as a subject is relative of recent origin in india there has so far not been any comprehensive textbook available on the subject in the indian context the present book is a modest attempt to fill in this gap business regulatory framework for b com course of uttar pradesh universities is designed especially to cater to the needs of commerce students equipping them with a strong foundation for an understanding of the current business law situation it offers content that is simple to understand but does not compromise on necessary technical detail this guide contains indexed lists of study opportunities in south african universities that relate to occupations that might be open to persons with various degrees diplomas or certificates in the first of two sections in the guide opportunities for study and employment related to first qualifications are listed as follows index of fields of study for which study opportunities are available particular degree programs by field of study index of occupations available to those with first qualifications index of institutions offering programs of study the second section of the guide concerns advanced qualifications and arranges entries as follows field of study for which advanced degrees are available actual degree programs at particular institutions index of institutions offering advanced degrees for both sections the descriptions of actual degree programs at particular institutions list the name of the institution the language medium english or afrikaans the duration of the program the entry qualifications subjects required the admissions criteria and the application deadline the descriptions in the first section also list the possible occupations for those completing the program an appendix provides the addresses of institutions mentioned in the guide jb this book motivates individuals to embrace entrepreneurship as a viable career path enhance entrepreneurial capabilities and offer practical guidance on initiating independent business ventures it emphasizes the cultivation of creative thinking to improve efficiency in both professional and personal arenas sheds light on the pivotal role of entrepreneurship within indian society and encourages the generation of innovative business concepts this book will be helpful for b com semester iv students at the university of delhi under the discipline specific core course dsc 4 1 following the new education policy it is both an educational tool and a manual for budding entrepreneurs enabling them to effectively refine and actualize their business concepts drawing on industry thiruvalluvar university b com model question paper
experts insights and real life success stories the book presents a comprehensive overview of the entrepreneurial field motivating students to discover innovate and contribute to the nation's economic development and societal well-being through entrepreneurship. The present publication is the latest edition authored by Prof CA Abha Mathur with the following key aspects: objectives the book aims to cultivate creative and effective thinking for professional and personal success. It highlights the significance of entrepreneurship in modern Indian society. It encourages entrepreneurial thought among students, prompting them to explore business opportunities. It aims to make students aware of governmental schemes that support entrepreneurship, figures, and initiatives. The book's practical components suggest numerous engaging activities, such as imagining a business venture, performing a personal SWOT analysis, keeping abreast of global business trends, and promoting the practical application of theoretical knowledge through projects, exercises, contests, and seminars.

The detailed contents of the book are as follows: introduction to entrepreneurship, foundational concepts, types of entrepreneurship, venture creation and management, and various theories and factors influencing the emergence of entrepreneurship including those that promote it. Entrepreneurial mindset is discussed, highlighting its significance in Indian society. Entrepreneurial thinking and traits are discussed, focusing on attributes and development methods of entrepreneurs. The book covers entrepreneurship as an innovator, employment generation, and complementing economic processes, including various theories and factors influencing the emergence of entrepreneurship.

The learning outcomes include a thorough understanding of entrepreneurship and its contribution to economic prosperity. Students are expected to gain competencies in formulating and executing robust business strategies, awareness of governmental schemes that support entrepreneurship, and knowledge of resource mobilization. Additionally, students are encouraged to be proactive entrepreneurs, exploring business opportunities, and understanding the role and significance of the entrepreneur in economic growth as an innovator.
made to alleviate the treatment of the book for easy flow of understanding of the students as well as the professors alike this textbook of
DBMS for all graduate and post graduate programmes of Delhi University GGSIPU Rajiv Gandhi Technical University UPTU WBTU BPUT PTU and so
on the salient features of this book are 1 multiple choice questions 2 conceptual short questions 3 important points are highlighted bold
faced 4 very lucid and simplified approach 5 bolstered with numerous examples and case studies 6 experiments based on SQL incorporated 7
DBMS projects added question papers of various universities are also included this 10 volume compilation of authoritative research based
articles contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of
potential opportunities prospective solutions and future directions in the field of information science and technology provided by
publisher with newly introduced 2 term examination pattern CBSE has eased out the pressure of preparation of subjects and cope up with
lengthy syllabus introducing Arihant CBSE Term II 2022 series the first of its kind that gives complete emphasize on the rationalize
syllabus of class 9th to 12th the all new CBSE Term II 2022 English core of class 12th provides explanation and guidance to the syllabus
required to study efficiently and succeed in the exams the book provides topical coverage of all the chapters in a complete and
comprehensive manner covering the 50 of syllabus as per latest term wise pattern 2021 22 this book consists of 1 complete theory in each
chapter covering all topics 2 case based short and long answer type question in each chapter 3 coverage of NCERT NCERT examplar board exams
questions 4 complete and detailed explanations for each question 5 3 practice papers base on entire Term II syllabus table of content
reading reading comprehension creative writing skills short writing tasks invitations and replies long writing tasks letter writing job
application repot writing literature textbooks flamingo the rattrap indigo falmingo a thing of beauty aunt jennifer tiger vistas should
wuizard hit mommy on the face of it Evans tries an o level practice papers 1 3 this edition is specially revised to cater to the changed
syllabi requirements of business economics as per UGC model curriculum and in the light of the new UGC s choice based credit system CBSC
syllabus for B Com and B Com Hons the book is a recommended text by UGC in its model curriculum this directory lists education institutions
world wide where professional education and training programmes in the field of library archive and information science are carried out at
a tertiary level of education or higher more than ten years after the publication of the last edition this up to date reference source
includes more than 900 universities and other institutions and more than 1 500 relevant programmes entries provide contact information as
well as details such as statistical information tuition fees admission requirements programmes contents this multi volume reference
examines critical issues and emerging trends in global business with topics ranging from managing new information technology in global
business operations to ethics and communication strategies provided by publisher
Corporate Law (For B.Com, Sem.2, Delhi University)

2013

Companies Act 2013 is the culmination of several years of effort to enact a new legislation governing companies to replace the Companies Act 1956. It marks a major step forward and appreciates the current economic environment in which companies operate. Corporate laws are based on the Companies Act 2013. Students of other Indian universities will also benefit from this book. Key features include a comparison of the provisions of the new and old laws, incorporation of all recent amendments and rules, and interesting examples and case studies derived from landmark rulings. Given questions from recent examinations.

Business Communication (For University of Delhi, B.Com Hons., Sem.6)

2004

Effective communication is the key to success in life. We live in an era where words and gestures play an important role in effective communication. Businesses operate in various circumstances, and it is paramount that the communication between different parties concerned is clear and effective. This book, written in accordance with the syllabus of the University of Delhi, aims to equip the readers with skills required to communicate effectively in a business situation. It would also be useful for the students of B.Com, BBA, and MBA of other universities and anyone looking to learn the nitty-gritties of business communication. Key features include analysis of vital components, informative use of illustrations, examples, diagrams, and pictures, inclusion of review questions and university examination questions, and discussions of new tools like emails, teleconferencing, video conferencing, telex, and fax.

Business Laws (For B.Com. (Hons), Sem-I, University of Delhi), 4th Edition

2019-12-18

The book has been written for the Business Laws paper of the B.Com (Hons) Semester I examination of the University of Delhi in accordance with its semester-based syllabus. Its contents have been largely extracted from the author's reputed title, Business Law, which has gained tremendous readership over the years. This book presents the subject matter tailored to the revised course structure of the paper to enable the students to possess a textbook that caters to their needs. The book has been organized into four parts, namely Law of Contract, Law of Sale of Goods, Law of Limited Liability Partnership, and Law of Information Technology. Key features include quotes from Indian and English cases at appropriate places, explanations of complicated provisions in easily comprehensible language with the help of illustrations and analogies.

Management Process and Organisational Behaviour (For BCom (Hons.), GGSIP University, Delhi)

2006

Management process and organisational behaviour
Management Accounting (For University of Delhi, Sem.5)

2021-11-30

written in a student friendly style the book comprehensively covers the new syllabus of management accounting taught in bcom hons course of the university of delhi following an examination oriented approach the book can also be used by students pursuing professional courses such as bba mba pgdbm cfa mfc ca icwa and cs key features important tools such as summary key terms theoretical questions objective type questions like true false statements multiple choice questions and fill in the blanks and practical problems to facilitate a quick revision of the chapter the book has 125 illustrations 100 solved problems and 150 unsolved exercises with answers and hints problems from examination papers of last 10 years included recent examination question papers of the university of delhi included in an appendix

Cost Accounting (For B. Com, Sem.4, Delhi University)

2020-01-01

this book has been written specifically for the students of bcom hons of the university of delhi in accordance with its prescribed syllabus and that of school of open learning its basic features are the same as the mother book cost accounting principles and practice which is a ugc recommended text for the last many years thus it gives a thorough grounding in cost concepts cost behaviour and costing methods the subject matter has been organized on first things first basis to sustain the interest of the students every discussion involving conceptual difficulties is immediately followed by a numerical example

Cost Accounting: Principles And Practice

2007

banaras hindu university bhu is considered one of the prestigious universities in the world this university provides a healthy environment great infrastructure and faculties student not only from india but also across world prepare for its entrance exam in order to get admission into this university the book of bhu bachelor of commerce b com has been revised for the students who will be appearing for this exam in 2020 it is divided into 4 majors parts general english numerical ability computer knowledge and commerce that covers the entire syllabus and lastly an overview has been given on computer subject it also provides the solved papers from 2019 2017 right in the beginning of the book that helps candidates to get acquaintance with latest exam pattern and also provides the ideas for the solutions of the various tricky questions that come in the exams packed with relevant study material to perform well in the upcoming entrance examination for admission to bhu b com bachelor of commerce it is a must have book to get assured of success table of content solved paper 2019 17 part 1 general english part 2 numerical ability part 3 computer knowledge part 4 commerce

BHU Banaras Hindu University B.Com Entrance Exam 2020

1918

year after year this book has immensely helped students in their comprehension of the subject and scoring good marks in examination it s has been written specifically for the prescribed syllabus of cost accounting paper of b com hons semester iv of university of delhi school
of open learning and other central universities its basic features are the same as the mother book cost accountinh principle and practice which is a ugc recommended text for the many years this book is bundled with all the teaching tools like learing objectives summary of the chapter key terms and a a larhge number of questions for practice the fifth edition is the updated version of the fourth edition and as per latest cbcs syllabus

**Cost Accounting: As per CBCS pattern [For BCom (Hons) Semester IV, University of Delhi]**

1918

The most authentic source of information on higher education in India the handbook of universities deemed universities colleges private universities and prominent educational research institutions provides much needed information on degree and diploma awarding universities and institutions of national importance that impart general technical and professional education in India although another directory of similar nature is available in the market the distinct feature of the present handbook that makes it one of its kind is that it also includes entries and details of the private universities functioning across the country in this handbook the universities have been listed in an alphabetical order this facilitates easy location of their names in addition to the brief history of these universities the present handbook provides the names of their vice chancellor professors and readers as well as their faculties and departments it also acquaints the readers with the various courses of studies offered by each university it is hoped that the handbook in its present form will prove immensely helpful to the aspiring students in choosing the best educational institution for their career enhancement in addition it will also prove very useful for the publishers in mailing their publicity materials even the suppliers of equipment and services required by these educational institutions will find it highly valuable

**Handbook of Universities**

1918

1 complete resource book for amu b com entrance exam provides step by step preparation 2 the entire syllabus of the is divided into 4 key sections 3 every chapter of each section is provided with well explained theories 4 good number of mcqs are given for the quick revision 5 model solved papers 2020 17 to make acquaintance with latest trends and pattern aligarh muslim university or amu will be releasing the application forms for the entrance exam in the ug and pg courses prepare for the entrance with the revised edition of complete resource book for amu b com entrance examination which is carefully designed as per prescribed syllabus by the board the study guide has been divided into 4 majors giving the complete coverage to the syllabus every chapter of each section is provided with well explained theories in order to test the knowledge and self examine the concepts of the chapters this book is provided with model solved papers 2020 2017 that not just gives the insights of the paper pattern but also helps in thorough revision serving as a complete study resource for amu b a entrance examination this book helps to take candidates a step towards their goals toc model solved papers 2020 2017 commerce mathematics general english general intelligence and reasoning

**AMU Aligarh Muslim University B.Com. Bachelor Of Commerce 2022**

1993

as per ip university syllabus for bba and b com hons
Cost Accounting: for B. Com course of Uttar Pradesh Universities

2001

The book presents an exhaustive exposition of the various principles involved in management accounting. The basic concepts have been explained in considerable detail and illustrated through numerous solved examples. Various techniques of accounting have been suitably discussed, and their application is highlighted. The linkages between different concepts are appropriately emphasised. A large number of worked-out examples and practice problems have been included throughout the book. The book is designed as a basic text for students pursuing degrees in both commerce and management streams.

Business Law – As per IP University Syllabus for BBA and B.Com. (Hons.)

2020-09-10

The book is exclusively meant for B.Com. Hons. students of Paper Ch 1 2, Semester 1, University of Delhi. The book exhaustively covers the entire syllabus of the course written in an easy-to-understand language. The book would be highly useful for students who wish to master the concepts of accounting. Key features of the book include a workbook added at the end as an annexure, containing numerical questions with their answers. There are additional review questions, illustrations, true/false questions, and numerical problems with solutions in the main book. Accounting treatment in the book is in conformity with various laws and accounting standards issued by the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India and prescribed by the central government in consultation with the National Advisory Committee on Accounting Standards.

Management Accounting

2023-08-09

This book has been written for Business and Industrial Laws Paper of the B.Com. Semester II Examination of University of Delhi. The contents of the book have been designed strictly in accordance with the semester-based syllabus effective from the academic year 2011-12. The book attempts to present the complicated subject of business and industrial laws in an easily comprehensible manner. The intricate points of law have been explained in as lucid, systematic, and logical a way as possible in a compact form. The entire text has been organized in four parts, namely, law of contract, law of sale of goods, law of limited liability, partnership, and industrial laws. This book presents the subject matter tailored as per the revised course structure of the paper to enable the students to possess a textbook which caters to their needs in full.

Bulletin

2023-07-12

Entrepreneurs play a key role in an economy, especially in developing countries like India. An entrepreneur is a risk-taking individual who, while riding high on his innovativeness, passion, and ability to coordinate means of production, comes out with novel products and services. The objective of achieving sustained industrial development, regional growth, and employment generation has always depended on...
entrepreneurial development and small scale industry economic reform and the process of liberalization since 1991 creating tremendous opportunities have created new challenges relating to competitive strengths technology upgradation quality improvement and productivity the book entrepreneurship is for students teachers management consultants budding entrepreneurs and other readers who are interested in today s world of small business development and management focus this book is mainly written for the students of b com and b com hons and teachers of delhi university guru gobind singh indraprastha university madras university and bengaluru university the idea is that improvements can best come from creative thinking by the entrepreneur about his her own enterprise which motivate the entrepreneur to take action to improve his business this book will also be useful for trainers who support entrepreneurship development during seminars and workshops features student centric class room simulation written in a simple lucid language industry institute interface enriched by my own industrial experience the concepts are linked to real life situations bringing gradation between industry and institute coverage a thorough coverage of conceptual framework on entrepreneurship development and business enterprises self learning exercises many exercises at the end of every chapter for self assessment and development

Bulletin - Bureau of Education

2008-08-27

this book is a comprehensive authentic book on the following business laws indian contract act 1872 sale of goods act 1930 limited liability partnership act 2008 this book aims to impart the basic working knowledge of important business laws relevant to general business activities in physical virtual spaces along with relevant case laws this book aims to fulfil the requirement of students of undergraduate courses in commerce and management particularly the following b com hons core paper bch dsc 1 2 based on undergraduate curriculum framework ugcf for delhi university b com prog core paper bc dsc 1 2 based on undergraduate curriculum framework ugcf for delhi university non collegiate women s education board school of open learning of the university of delhi various central universities throughout india bba mba intermediate ipc company secretaries courses the present publication is the 11th edition authored by sushma arora with the following noteworthy features simple systematic presentation the subject matter is presented in a systematic straightforward method along with a comprehensive explanation examples case studies from landmark ruling this book offers comprehensive coverage of business laws with interesting examples case studies derived from landmark rulings it also covers case laws recommended by the department of commerce delhi university test questions practical problems true false statements with hints are given at the end of each chapter to provide students with thorough practice in solving examination question previous exam question papers for the last few years are covered at the end of the book this will help the students to have a clear idea of the questions usually asked the following question papers are covered o b com hons part i sem i 2012 o b com hons part i sem i 2013 o b com hons part i sem i 2014 o b com hons part i sem i 2015 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2016 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2016 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2017 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2017 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2018 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2018 o b com hons cbcs sem i 2019 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2019 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2020 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2020 o b com prog cbcs sem i 2021 o b com prog cbcs sem i 2022 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2022 o b com prog cbcs sem ii 2023 o b com prog cbcs sem i 2023 student oriented book this book has been developed keeping in mind the following factors interaction of the author teacher with their students in the classroom o shaped by the author teachers experience of teaching the subject matter at different levels o reactions and responses of students have also been incorporated at different places in the book amended updated the following amendments have been included in this book o limited liability partnership act 2008 llp act the ministry of corporate affairs mca has issued the limited liability partnership amendment rules 2023 through notification no g s r 411 e dated june 2 2023 these rules amend the existing limited liability partnership rules 2009 the amended rules regarding revised llp form no 3 have been added in chapter 20 contents of this book are as follows indian contract act 1872 o ica 1872 nature meaning essentials and kinds of contract o ica 1872 offer acceptance o ica 1872 consideration o ica 1872 competency of the parties to contract o ica 1872 free consent o ica 1872 legality of object consideration o ica 1872 void agreements contingent contracts o ica 1872 quasi contracts discharge of contract and remedies for breach of contract o ica 1872 discharge of contract o ica 1872 remedies for
breach of contract introduction to special contracts o ica 1872 indemnity guarantee o ica 1872 contract of bailment pledge o ica 1872
contract of agency sale of goods act 1930 o sale of goods act 1930 nature formation of contract of sale o sale of goods act 1930 condition
warranties o sale of goods act 1930 transfer of property o sale of goods act 1930 performance of contract of sale o sale of goods act 1930
unpaid seller his rights limited liability partnership act 2008 o introduction of llp nature scope o formation incorporation of llp o
partners their relations in llp o conversion to llp practical exercises

Bulletin
2023-03-14

the present book aims to meet in full measure the requirement of students preparing for various commerce and management courses opting cost
accounting and management accounting in indian universities and professional courses the latest syllabus of various professional courses
like ca cma cs bba mba etc is covered in the book syllabus of b com and m com of various indian universities under new national education
policy nep and under cbcs have been taken into consideration the objective of the present textbook is basic treatment of main principles of
cost and management accounting the standard set for the book is complete clarity for beginners and such simplicity of exposition to make
the text practically the best the book covers almost all topics of cost and management accounting it runs in 18 chapters spreading over 1
250 pages and stands as a unique and most comprehensive treatise of various aspects of cost and management accounting it is with this
purpose the maximum ranges of illustrations and examples more than 700 form the part of the textbook there are two appendices latest trends
in cost accounting and cost accounting standards issued by indian institute of cost and management accounting cima

Management of Distance Education in India
2023-07-12

features tear out review cards for students and instructors and a consistent online offering with enhanced coursemate that includes an
ebook in addition to a set of interactive digital tools this title offers expanded coverage on technology and social media online grammar
tools real world examples and quizzes and games to make reviewing fun

Knowledge and Skills of B. Com Graduates of the Faculty of Commerce and Management, University of Dar Es Salaam in the Job Market
2021-08-03

buy e book of digital marketing english edition book for b com 4th semester of u p state universities

Financial Accounting (For Delhi University, Sem. I)
1990

advanced corporate accounting has been especially written to meet the requirements of b com students as per the choice based credit system
cbcs curriculum of bangalore university it comprehensively presents the fundamental concepts of corporate accounting in an informative and
systematic manner

**Business and Industrial Laws (For B.Com Sem.2, Delhi University), 3rd Edition**

2024-03-18

e book for b com 5th semester for all up state universities common minimum syllabus as per nep

**Entrepreneurship – Business and Management**

2007

creativity and innovation as hallmarks of entrepreneurship have been recognized as the modern day mantra for success in business and industry it is with this realization the government of india by announcing a number of policies and schemes has been giving ever increasing emphasis on developing creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship in the country so much so an increasing number of educational institutions in the country have started offering the paper on creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship in their course curricula because creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship as a subject is relative of recent origin in india there has so far not been any comprehensive textbook available on the subject in the indian context the present book is a modest attempt to fill in this gap


2024-01-01

business regulatory framework for b com course of uttar pradesh universities is designed especially to cater to the needs of commerce students equipping them with a strong foundation for an understanding of the current business law situation it offers content that is simple to understand but does not compromise on necessary technical detail

**Cost and Management Accounting**

2010-01-01

this guide contains indexed lists of study opportunities in south african universities that relate to occupations that might be open to persons with various degrees diplomas or certificates in the first of two sections in the guide opportunities for study and employment related to first qualifications are listed as follows index of fields of study for which study opportunities are available particular degree programs by field of study index of occupations available to those with first qualifications index of institutions offering programs of study the second section of the guide concerns advanced qualifications and arranges entries as follows field of study for which advanced degrees are available actual degree programs at particular institutions index of institutions offering advanced degrees for both sections the descriptions of actual degree programs at particular institutions list the name of the institution the language medium english or afrikaans the duration of the program the entry qualifications subjects required the admissions criteria and the application deadline the
this book motivates individuals to embrace entrepreneurship as a viable career path enhance entrepreneurial capabilities and offer practical guidance on initiating independent business ventures it emphasizes the cultivation of creative thinking to improve efficiency in both professional and personal arenas sheds light on the pivotal role of entrepreneurship within indian society and encourages the generation of innovative business concepts this book will be helpful for b com semester iv students at the university of delhi under the discipline specific core course dsc 4 1 following the new education policy it is both an educational tool and a manual for budding entrepreneurs enabling them to effectively refine and actualize their business concepts drawing on industry experts insights and real life success stories the book presents a comprehensive overview of the entrepreneurial field motivating students to discover innovate and contribute to the nation's economic development and societal well being through entrepreneurship the present publication is the latest edition authored by prof ca abha mathur with the following key aspects objectives the book aims to o cultivate creative and effective thinking for professional and personal success o highlight the significance of entrepreneurship in modern indian society o encourage entrepreneurial thought among students prompting them to explore business opportunities o inform students about startups entrepreneurial figures and government initiatives targeting entrepreneurship to combat unemployment in india learning outcomes readers can expect to gain o a thorough understanding of entrepreneurship and its contribution to economic prosperity o the acumen to identify and assess potential business ventures o competencies in formulating and executing robust business strategies o knowledge of efficiently managing financial human and additional resources for a startup o awareness of governmental schemes that support entrepreneurial activities content and methodology highlights include o a language that simplifies complex concepts for better comprehension and retention o guidance on materializing innovative ideas into successful small scale enterprises emphasizing the demand for entrepreneurship within the indain context o a curriculum aligned structure offering hands on exercises and guidelines to bolster entrepreneurial skills practical components the book suggests numerous engaging activities such as o imagining a business venture o performing a personal swot analysis o keeping abreast of global business trends o it further promotes the practical application of theoretical knowledge through projects exercises contests and seminars aimed at enhancing entrepreneurial capabilities the detailed contents of the book are as follows introduction to entrepreneurship o foundational concepts starts with an analysis of the definition and history of the term entrepreneur followed by a discussion of entrepreneurship's meaning nature and concept including its historical context and significance in indian society o entrepreneurial mindset and traits discusses the attributes and development methods of an entrepreneurial mindset alongside the traits and qualities essential for entrepreneurs o entrepreneurial process and theories covers the process of entrepreneurship various theories and factors influencing the emergence of entrepreneurship including those that promote it o economic and social roles details the entrepreneur's role in economic growth as an innovator employment generation complementing economic growth and contributing to social stability and balanced regional development it concludes with an overview of the role and significance of entrepreneurs in society types of entrepreneurs o classification and profiles identifies different types and categories of entrepreneurs with a special focus on women entrepreneurs profiling notable figures like kiran mazumdar shaw and ekta kapoor o exploring entrepreneurship types examines social entrepreneurship corporate entrepreneurship and family businesses discussing their characteristics advantages and disadvantages as well as the concept structure and evolution of family firms entrepreneurial venture o venture creation and management outlines the creation characteristics prerequisites for success stages and potential failures of entrepreneurial ventures along with strategies to overcome these failures o innovation and ideas focuses on generating business ideas team building sources of innovation creativity and managing innovation challenges featuring methods and examples of creativity and innovation in entrepreneurship mobilizing resources o resource mobilization addresses the
types and processes of mobilizing resources for entrepreneurship including financial intellectual human and other forms of funding and support details the arrangement of funds writing funding proposals traditional financing sources venture capital angel investors and business incubators covering their advantages disadvantages and specific examples managerial aspects and government initiatives of business management covers managing finance capital structure organizational structure and human resources in a new enterprise including objectives steps and significance of marketing and relationships discussed market strategies cash management cost management and customer relationship management emphasizing best practices and techniques of government support concludes with an overview of government initiatives for promoting entrepreneurship such as schemes for startups and the make in india initiative highlighting its vision objectives benefits criticism and scope

Digital Marketing (English Edition)
2021-11-20
reviews the history of higher education in kenya and details the emergence of private universities most of them with a christian religious orientation as major players in the provision of tertiary level education

Advanced Corporate Accounting - Semester IV [CBCS-Bangalore University]
2007-01-01
buy latest financial accounting major e book in english language for b com 1st semester university of rajasthan jaipur by thakur publication

Goods and Services Tax (English Book)
2011-05-31
many books on database management systems dbms are available in the market they are incomplete very formal and dry my attempt is to make dbms very simple so that a student feels as if the teacher is sitting behind him and guiding him this text is bolstered with many examples and case studies in this book the experiments are also included which are to be performed in dbms lab every effort has been made to alleviate the treatment of the book for easy flow of understanding of the students as well as the professors alike this textbook of dbms for all graduate and post graduate programmes of delhi university ggsipu rajiv gandhi technical university uptu wbtu bput ptu and so on the salient features of this book are 1 multiple choice questions 2 conceptual short questions 3 important points are highlighted bold faced 4 very lucid and simplified approach 5 bolstered with numerous examples and case studies 6 experiments based on sql incorporated 7 dbms projects added question papers of various universities are also included

Creativity and Innovation in Entrepreneurship
this 10 volume compilation of authoritative research based articles contributed by thousands of researchers and experts from all over the world emphasized modern issues and the presentation of potential opportunities prospective solutions and future directions in the field of information science and technology provided by publisher
Business Regulatory Framework: For the B.Com. Course of Uttar Pradesh Universities

With newly introduced 2 term examination pattern CBSE has eased out the pressure of preparation of subjects and cope up with lengthy syllabus introducing Arihant's CBSE Term II 2022 series the first of its kind that gives complete emphasis on the rationalize syllabus of class 9th to 12th the all new CBSE Term II 2022 English Core of Class 12th provides explanation and guidance to the syllabus required to study efficiently and succeed in the exams the book provides topical coverage of all the chapters in a complete and comprehensive manner covering the 50 of syllabus as per latest term wise pattern 2021-22 this book consists of 1 complete theory in each chapter covering all topics 2 case based short and long answer type question in each chapter 3 coverage of NCERT NCERT examplar board exams questions 4 complete and detailed explanations for each question 5 3 practice papers based on entire term II syllabus Table of Content Reading comprehension creative writing skills short writing tasks invitations and replies long writing tasks letter writing job application report writing literature textbooks flamingo the rattrap indigo falmingo a thing of beauty aunt jennifer tiger vistas should wizard hit mommy on the face if it evans tries an O level practice papers 1 3

Study Opportunities at Universities and Possible Initial Occupations, 1990/1991

This edition is specially revised to cater to the changed syllabi requirements of business economics as per UGC model curriculum and in the light of the new UGC's choice based credit system CBCS syllabus for B Com and B Com Hons the book is a recommended text by UGC in its model curriculum

Taxmann's Entrepreneurship & New Venture Planning – Integrating theoretical insights with real-world examples and practical exercises for creating and managing entrepreneurial ventures [NEP]

This directory lists education institutions worldwide where professional education and training programmes in the field of library archive and information science are carried out at a tertiary level of education or higher more than ten years after the publication of the last edition this up to date reference source includes more than 900 universities and other institutions and more than 1500 relevant programmes entries provide contact information as well as details such as statistical information tuition fees admission requirements programmes contents

Public & Private Universities in Kenya

This multi-volume reference examines critical issues and emerging trends in global business with topics ranging from managing new information technology in global business operations to ethics and communication strategies provided by publisher
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING (Major)

Database Management System (DBMS) A Practical Approach

Encyclopedia of Information Science and Technology, Third Edition

Arihant CBSE English Core Term 2 Class 12 for 2022 Exam (Cover Theory and MCQs)

Business Economics, Microeconomic Analysis 13e

World Guide to Library, Archive and Information Science Education

Global Business: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications
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